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Unit 1 
 

Past  Simple Tense 
テΒジらャや ヶッゅヨャや リョゴャや 

 

モバヘャや モムセ: 
モバヘヤャ ヶルゅんャや ブΑゲダわャや   2V 

 

Regular V1 V2 Irregular  V1 V2 

visit visited be was/were 
create created have had 
play played know knew 
carry carried see saw 
 

:ュやギガわシΙや 
  リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ ヴヰわルやヱ ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ ノホヱ ゐギェ. 
  ャ リハ ゑΑギエヤ.るΒヰわレョ るΒレョコ るらボェ 
  ャキゲジ .ヶッゅヨャや ゐやギェぺ ヱぺ ゾダホ 

 

:リョゴャや ヴヤハ るャやギャや れゅヨヤムャや 
yesterday ザョぺ, 
last....... ........ ヶッゅヨャや , 
in the past  ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ , 
in 2010   ヶッゅョ ュゅハ ヵぺ ヶプ , 
........ ago   グレョ  

ヵぺ ノョ るΒガΑケゅゎ るΒダガセ ヱぺ ヶッゅヨャや リョ  
 

Question & Negative 
 

るわらんョ るヤヨィ るΒヘレョ るヤヨィ メやぽシ 

V2 didn't V 1 Wh- + did + モハゅプ + V1? 

He played tennis yesterday. 
She left last week. 
They went to the club. 
I visited him, to see if he's OK. 
 

He didn't  play tennis yesterday. 
She didn't  leave last week. 
They didn't go to the club. 
I didn't  visit him to see if he's OK. 
 

What did he play yesterday? 
When did she leave? 
Where did they go? 
Why did you visit him? 
 

 
 

:ナェΙ 
1- ヶヘレャやヱ メやぽジャや ヶプ∩  ケギダヨヤャ ノィゲΑ1V. 
2-  るよゅわミ ギレハメやぽジャや .ヮレハ メほジル ヵグャや ¬ゴイャや フグエル ∩ 
3- るヤヨイャゅよ ゅルギィヱ やクま I/we/me/our ゅヰャヲエル ∩you∩ ゅルギィヱ やクまヱ my/our ゅヰャヲエル ∩your. 
4- ∩りクゅゼャや メゅバプΕや .ゅヰよ るタゅガャや れゅヘΑゲダわャや ナヘエル 
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past continuous tense 
ゲヨわジヨャや ヶッゅヨャや 

 
 :モバヘャや モムセ 

    was / were  + V.ing 
 

:ュやギガわシΙや 
  ゲΒらバわヤャ  リハ ∩りゲわヘャ ゲヨわシやヱ ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ ノホヱ ゐギェゲカへ ゐギェ ヮバトホ ラヲムΑ ギホヱ. 
  ラぺ リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ  ∩¬ヶゼよ ュゅΒボャや ブダわレョ ヶプ ラゅミ ゾガセリΒバョ ろホヱ ヶプ .ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ 

 

:リョゴャや ヴヤハ るャやギャや れゅヨヤムャや 
while = as   ¬ゅレをぺ / ゅヨレΒよ , 
when  ゅョギレハ, 
at 3 o'clock yesterday  ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ キギエョ ろホヱ ギレハ    
all afternoon   ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ るレΒバョ りゲわプ メやヲヅ 
 
 

Question & Negative 
 

るわらんョ るヤヨィ るΒヘレョ るヤヨィ メやぽシ 

was/were + V.ing was/were+ NOT + V.ing Wh- + was/were+ モハゅプ+V.ing? 

They were playing tennis. 
She was cleaning all morning. 
We were studying at 9:30. 

They weren't  playing tennis. 
She wasn't cleaning all morning. 
We weren't  studying at 9:30. 
 

What were they playing? 
When was she cleaning? 
When were you studying? 
 

 

:ナェΙ 
1- ∩ヶヘレャやヱ メやぽジャや ヶプ モバヘャや リョ ヴャヱΕや るヨヤムャや ノョ モョゅバわャや ラヲムΑ ヱや るヨヤムャや ( ヶヤタΕや モバヘャや ゲΒピわΑ Ιョ るΒルゅんャ)モバヘャや リ.. 
2- るよゅわミ ギレハ メやぽジャや.ヮレハ メほジル ヵグャや ¬ゴイャや フグエル ∩ 
3- るヤヨイャゅよ ゅルギィヱ やクま I/we/me/our ゅヰャヲエル ∩you∩ ゅルギィヱ やクまヱ my/our ゅヰャヲエル ∩your. 
 
 
 

 ノョWhile / When  ゅヨワギェぺ ∩ラΚバプ ゅヰバョ ヶゎほΑ ゅヨヰレョ モミ2V  ゲカΓやヱwas/were+V.ing. 
 - ギレハ ケゅΒわカΙや ヱ ウΒエダわャや:   

-  るヤヨイャゅよ れギィヱ やクま2V ∩ ウΒエダわャや ラヲムΑwas/were=V.ing. 
-  るヤヨイャゅよ れギィヱ やクまwas/were=V.ing  ∩ ウΒエダわャや ラヲムΑ2V .  
 

 - テよやゲャや メやギらわシや ヱぺ リΒわヤヨイャや テよケ ギレハ:  
while  モバヘャやゅワギバよ りゲセゅらョ ラヲムΑ ゅヨもやキ was/were+ing  ∩ゲカΓやヱ ラヲムΑ りキゅハ2V. 
when  モバヘャやりゲセゅらョ ゅワギバよ ラヲムΑ2V ∩ゲカΓやヱ  ラヲムΑwas/were+ing. 
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Choose the correct answer: 
1- When I left the house, it ......................................................... outside. 
 a. was raining b. were raining  c. raining   d. be raining 
 

2- He ......................................................... his coffee at the cafe' when you called. 
 a. was having b. have   c. were having  d. has 
 

3- The pupils were preparing for the project when the teacher ......................................................... 
 a. arrives  b. has arrived  c. arriving    d. arrived  
 

4- While I was searching for my glasses, I.........................................................that old photo album. 
 a. finding  b. was finding  c. found   d. find 
 

5- Ali ......................................................... his ankle as we were playing tennis. 
 a. hurt  b. hurts   c. was hurting  d. were hurting 
 

6- The minister got to the site while the engineers .........................................................their lunch. 
 a. having  b. are having  c. were having  d. was having 
 
Do as shown between brackets: 
1- While he was working on his experiments, he reached some spin offs.                    ( Use: when ) 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
 

2- It started raining heavily. They were playing.                    ( Join using: When ) 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
 

3- When she cut her hand, she was preparing salad.                         ( Use: while ) 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
 

4- She dropped the vase. They were moving.               ( Join using: while ) 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
 

5- My grandfather joined the army in 1955.         ( Ask a question ) 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
 

6- They were having breakfast at 6 a.m. in the dining room.          ( Question ) 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
 

7- We were watching documentaries at nine o'clock.        ( Negative ) 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
 

8- The phone ringing  when he be asleep.                    ( Correct ) 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
 

9- When he have a heart attack, they are playing basketball.           ( Correct ) 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
 

10- They play PS4 when dad arrives home.           ( Correct ) 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
 

11- While everybody else was gaming for her, she finish her session.       ( Correct ) 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
 

12- I injures my had badly, while we fix  the car.          ( Correct ) 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
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Order of Adjectives 
 

れゅヘダャや ょΒゎゲゎ 
 

 

:ゅヰらΒゎゲゎ ラヲムΑ ∩るヘタ リョ ゲんミほよ ベヲらジョ ユシΙや ラヲムΑ ゅョギレハ 
 

      ヵぺケ                ユイェ      ゲヨハ     モムセ      ラヲャ    ほゼレョ ギヤよ    ノレタ りキゅョ 
  Opinion,  Size,  Age,   Shape,  Color,  Origin,  Material 

ワゲダわガルヱゅ  
O  S  A  Sh  C  O  M 

 

Choose the correct answer: 
1- He was wearing a / an ................................................. shirt. 
 a. dirty old cotton      c. cotton old dirty 
 b. old dirty cotton      d. dirty cotton old 
 

2- The company makes ................................................. machines. 
 a. excellent fiber big     c. fiber big excellent 
 b. big excellent fiber     d. excellent big fiber 
 

3- I used to drive a / an ................................................. car. 
 a. blue old German      c. old blue German 
 b. old German blue      d. German blue old 
 

4- The opponent team has a / an ................................................. coach. 
 a. smart American young     c. smart young American  
 b. young smart American     d. American smart young 
 

5- Scientists have found a ................................................. cure for the disease. 
 a. new great herbal      c. herbal great new 
 b. great new herbal      d. herbal new great 
 

Put the adjectives in the correct order / Rearrange the adjectives: 
1- Ali bought a/an ( white - American - big ) van. 
........................................................................................................ .......................................................................................................................................  
 

2- He bought a ( blue - woolen - nice ) coat during the sales.  
............................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................ 
 

3- Mom found a/an  ( yellow - old - cardboard ) box while cleaning the attic. 
............................................................................................................................................. ..................................................................................................  
 

4- A/An ( Asian - thin - young ) woman was at the scene of the crime. 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
 

5- There he is, that man sitting at the ( wooden - brown - round ) arm seat. 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
 

6- She saw a/an ( Egyptian - amazing - big ) statue in Abu Dhabi museum. 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
 

7- Her father bought her a ( leather - red - French - wonderful )  purse. 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................. 
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Unit 2 
 

Perfect TensePresent  

:ュゅわャや ネケゅツヨャや リョゴャや 
 

:モバヘャや モムセ   
have / has     +   V3 

 

Regular V1 V3 Irregular  V1 V3 

visit visited be been 
create created have had 
play played know known 
carry carried see seen 

 

:ュやギガわシΙや  
  -  リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ ュギガわジΑれやコゅイルま. 
  -  リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ ュギガわジΑるΒゎゅΒェ れやゲらカ. 
  -  リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ ュギガわジΑΙゅェ / やヲゎ ヶヰわルや ゐギェ. 
  - リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ ュギガわジΑ .るΒホゅよ ロケゅをへ リムャヱ ∩ヴヰわルやヱ りゲわヘャ ゲヨわシやヱ ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ ぺギよ ゐギェ 

 

:リョゴャや ヴヤハ るャやギャや れゅヨヤムャや 
since      グレョ, 
for    りギヨャ,  
just              Ιゅェ / やヲゎ , 
already   モバヘャゅよ / モらホ リョ , 
recently  やゲカぽョ / ゅんΑギェ, 
yet   ラΓや ヴわェ, 
ever   モらホ リョ, 
never  やギよぺ                     

Question & Negative 
  

るわらんョ るヤヨィ るΒヘレョ るヤヨィ メやぽシ 

have/has + V3 have/has + NOT + V3 Wh- + have/has + モハゅプ + V3? 

Man has walked on the Moon. 
She has lived in Paris for years. 
They have just heard the news. 
It has been windy for a week. 

 

Man hasn't walked on the Moon. 
She hasn't lived in Paris for years. 
They haven't heard the news. 
It hasn't been windy for a week. 

 

Where has man walked? 
How long has she lived in Paris? 
When have they heard the news? 
How long has it  been windy? 

 

:ナェΙ 
1- ∩ヶヘレャやヱ メやぽジャや ヶプ モバヘャや リョ ヴャヱΕや るヨヤムャや ノョ モョゅバわャや ラヲムΑ や るヨヤムャや ( ヶヤタΕや モバヘャや ゲΒピわΑ Ιヱ るΒルゅんャョ..)モバヘャや リ 
2- ∩メやぽジャや ヶホゅよ るよゅわミ ギレハ .るヤヨイャや ヶプ ヮレハ メほジル ヵグャや ¬ゴイャや フグエル 
3- るヤヨイャゅよ ゅルギィヱ やクま I/we/me/our ゅヰャヲエル ∩you ゅルギィヱ やクまヱ  ∩my/our ゅヰャヲエル ∩your 
4- ∩りクゅゼャや メゅバプΕや .ゅヰよ るタゅガャや れゅヘΑゲダわャや ナヘエル 
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Since & For 
 

Since グレョ For りギヨャ 
10 o'clock 
7 a.m./p.m. 

12:30 

3 hours 
5 minutes 

Monday 
24th August, 2012 

Yesterday 

2 days 
a couple of days 

last week 
//  month 
//     year 
//    night 

5 weeks 
the last week 

//  month 
//     year 

April 6 months 
2010 7 years 

ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ るヤヨィ ヵぺ 
she was young 

I was in London 
we first met 

he was a child 
then 

a long time 
ages 

a while 

 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- The weather has been awful ................................. the beginning of the year. 
a. ago   b. for    c. since   d. yet 
 

2- The Chinese athlete has been leading the race ................................. seven minutes. 
a. since   b. for    c. yet    d. already 
 

3- ................................. his migration to Canada, my elder brother has never come back to Kuwait. 
a. Since   b. For    c. Recently   d. Just 
 

4- Mona has been in hospital ................................. three days. 
a. since   b. ago    c. yet    d. for 
 

5- The world economic crisis started in the USA three years .................................. 
a. since   b. for    c. yet    d. ago 
 

6- The police has ................................. increased the fines for not wearing seatbelts. 
a. since   b. already   c. ago    d. for  
 

7- They haven't arrived in Kuwait .................................. 
a. yet   b. never   c. ago    d. for  
 

8- ................................. 3 weeks, we have worked on the project. It has come first in the competition. 
a. Since   b. Already   c. For    d. Recently 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- I ................................. Ali since we were at high school. 
a. have ever seen  b. see    c. never have seen  d. haven't seen  
 

2- Mobile phones ................................. a necessity for everyone recently. 
a. has become  b. have becoming  c. have become  d. became 
 

3- She ................................. a radical change in her personality since her mother died. 
a. has had   b. have   c. has have   d. have had 
 

4- How long  ................................. English at the summer school? 
a. you have studied b. have you studying c. have you studied  d. have studied 
 

5- Mona ................................. in hospital for the last three days. 
a. been   b. was being   c. was    d. has been 
 

6- The world economic crisis ................................. everything in the USA for ten years. 
a. has affected  b. have affected  c. affected   d. affecting 
 

7- We have already ................................. this movie three times. 
a. watching   b. watched   c. watch   d. watches  
 

8- His family ................................. in Egypt for the whole summer holiday. 
a. have stayed  b. stayed   c. has stays   d. were stayed  
 

9- The kids ................................. their school day yet. 
a. have finished  b. hasn't finished  c. haven't finished  d. has finished  
 
Do as shown between brackets: 
1- Toyota has stopped the production of the Cressida since 1999.          ( Question ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

2- They have been playing football in the club all the afternoon.          ( Ask a question ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

3- Due to technology, money transfer has become safer.       ( Negate ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

4- They have already completed the summer course.           ( Make Negative ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

5- We've living here since six months.               ( Correct ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

6- Man has uses fossil fuels for  the industrial revolution.    ( Correct ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

7- This company have stopping its activity without prior notice for  2008.       ( Correct ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

8- They has raised funds to help that child for his story went viral on Facebook. ( Correct ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

9- I have work on  the software problem since 5 hours.       (Correct) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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 Prepositions 
 
ァ 

 

ゲイャや フゲェ ュやギガわシΙや メゅんョ 
 
 
 
 

at 

れゅハゅジャや 
モΒヤャや イヘャや / ゲヰヌャや / ケゅヰレャや ブダわレョ / モΒヤャや ブダわレョ /ゲ  

れゅらィヲャや れゅホヱぺ 
ネヲらシΕや るΑゅヰル ヶプ 
るヌエヤャや ログワ ヶプ 

 Ιゅェ 
...メや ゲヨハ / リシ 

 ( ラゅムョ ヶプ )リΒバョ チゲピャ ゾダガョ 
ゐやギェΕやヱ れΚヘエャやヱ れゅらシゅレヨャや ノョ 

at 7 o'clock / 7 a.m. 
at night / midnight / midday / dawn / noon 

at lunch time/breakfast... 
at the weekend (British)   

at the moment 
 at once 

at the age of 40 
at school / cafe' / work 
at the party / concert  

 
 
 
 
 

on 

ュゅΑΕや 
ュヲΒよ キギエヨャや オΑケゅわャや 

 ネヲらシΕや るΑゅヰル るヤトハ ヶプ  
ヮャ ザョΚョヱ ¬ヶセ ウトシ ベヲプ 

ケゅジΒャやヱ リΒヨΒャや ヶワゅイゎや 
ヴレらヨャや ペよやヲヅ 
ペΑゲトャや ヶプ 
ブゎゅヰャや ヴヤハ 

ラヲΑゴヘΒヤわャや ヱぺ ヲΑキやゲャや ヶプ 
∩るヨヤムよ るホヲらジヨャや りゲΒらムャや るョゅバャや れΚタやヲヨャや モもゅシヱ 

ゅワゲヰド ベヲプ ょミゲル ヶわャや ヱぺ ∩ュやギホΕや ヴヤハ やゲΒシ 

on Monday 
on the 25th February  

on the weekend (American) 
on the table / wall 
on the left / right 
on the 2nd floor 

on the way 
on the phone 

on TV / the radio 
on the bus / a train / night plane / board 

foot / horse / bike 
 
 
 

in 

リΒレジャや 
るレジャや メヲダプ 

ケヲヰゼャや 
ュヲΒャや れゅホヱぺ 

 リョゴャや リョ りギョ メΚカ  
ラギヨャやヱ メヱギャや 

 () モカやキ  
るヨヤムよ るホヲらジョ れΚタやヲョ るヤΒシヲミ ∩ ヶジミゅわャや ヱぺ りケゅΒジャや∩  

in 2010 
in Summer 
in October 

in the morning, the evening, the afternoon 
 in two weeks 

in Kuwait / in New York 
in the classroom 

in my BMW / the car / a taxi 

 
by 

ゆやゲわホや ノョ / メヲヤエよ モらホ /  
リョ ゆゲボャゅよ ケやヲイよ /  

)モバヘヤャ ュギガわジヨャや ¬ヶゼャや / ゾガゼャや( るトシやヲよ 
 ゲΒビ れΚタやヲヨャや モもゅシヱ ノΒヨィ¬ヶゼよ るホヲらジヨャや 

by the end of ... 
by the beach 

by hand / Chekhov 
by bus / car / horse 

 

for  
りギヨャ 

ヶムャ / モィΕ 
for 5 years 

for me / for success / for passing 
 

of 
ゆ ソゅガャや / メ ノよゅわャや) ヮΒャま フゅツヨャや メゅェ ヶプ ( 

サゅΒボャや れやギェヱ 
ノレダャや りキゅョノレダャや りキゅヨャ ゲΒΒピゎ ゐギエΑ Ι ゅョギレハ( ) 

リΒよ リョ 

the title of the lesson 
a kilo of apples 

this table is made of wood 
Of all my friend, he is the best 

 

with  
 

ノョ with  my family 
meet with  

 

amongst 
 
 

リΒレをや リョ ゲんミぺ リΒよ 
amongst students 
amongst ourselves 

Ali was amongst others awarded for bravery 

between リΒダガセ ヱぺ リΒゃΒセ リΒよ between Ahmadi and Mubarak Al-Kabeer 
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Choose the correct answer: 
1- Mr. Salem is working for a TV channel. He's on air .................................. the moment. 
 a. at    b. of    c. on    d. in 
 

2- My final exam will be .................................. 23rd December. 
 a. on    b. in    c. through   d. at 
 

3- Many people had been killed in Spain as a result of the war ........................... the end of the 1930s. 
 a. of    b. on    c. by    d. to 
 

4- He usually goes to work .................................. a public bus. 
 a. by    b. on    c. in    d. for 
 

5- They arrived .................................. Berlin just  after we had left. 
 a. to    b. on    c. in    d. at 
 

6- My birthday is  .................................. October. 
 a. in    b. on    c. by    d. at 
 

7- Ali has been .................................. school since the early morning. He's a clever student. 
 a. from   b. on    c. in    d. at 
 

8- No body claimed that book .................................. the table. 
 a. at    b. on    c. in    d. for 
 

9- I usually study my lessons .................................. the evening. 
 a. to    b. on    c. of    d. in 
 
 
 
 

Correct the underlined mistakes: 
1- They are watching the movie in night. 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

2- He would meet us on the cafe'. 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

3- I will go to Qatar with my car. 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

4- Last summer, I took a plane at Munich to Rome. 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

5- From the airport, she went to the hotel by a taxi. 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

6- On summer, I will travel to Italy, because by the weather and the people there.  
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

7- Could you put the books on your room, please? 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

8- I don't like flying, so I went to KSA  in bus. 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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Unit 3 
 

Comparatives & Superlatives 
れゅヘダャや ヶプ モΒツヘわャやヱ るルケゅボヨャや 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

るヘダャや ネヲル メゅんョ るルケゅボョ モΒツヘゎ 
 

りゲΒダホ 
 

Smart 
brave 
big 

happy 

smarter than 
braver than 
bigger than 
happier than 

the smartest 
the bravest 
the biggest 
the happiest 

 
 

るヤΑヲヅ 
important 

complicated 
beautiful 

more important than 
more complicated than 

more beautiful than 

the most important 
the most complicated 

the most beautiful 
 

 
 
 

りクゅセ 

good 
bad 
ill 

much 
many 
little 
far 
old 

better than 
worse than 
worse than 
more than 
more than 
less than 

farther than 
elder / older than 

the best 
the worst 
the worst 
the most 
the most 
the least 

the farthest 
the eldest / oldest 
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Choose the correct answer: 
1- I bought ................................................. washing machine I could find. 
 a. reliable        b. more reliable 
 c. most reliable       d. the most reliable 
 

2- This is ................................................. book I've ever read. 
 a. less interesting       b. the most interesting 
 c. more interesting      d. most interesting 
 

3- I couldn't get a seat at the cafe'. It was ................................................. than usual. 
 a. as busy        b. busy 
 c. the busiest       d. busier 
 

4- We expected to go to ................................................. point in that frozen region. 
 a. far         b. further 
 c. the furthest       d. furthest 
 

5- He is................................................. any man in the Arab world. 
 a. the wealthiest       b. wealthiest 
 c. wealthier than       d. wealthier 
 

6- For me, Arabic is one of ................................................. subjects . 
 a. most interesting       b. more interesting 
 c. as interesting       d. the most interesting 
 

Correct the underlined mistakes: 
1- Kuwait is going through a bad winter than that of last year. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

2-Not much than two hundred pupils were nominated for medicine scholarship in UK. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

3- We are experiencing an era which is seen as  darkest of all time. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

4- Having more than a cell phone is most common nowadays than ever before. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

5- Khalid is not as keener to learn as his father was. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

6- He promised his wife to set a best example ever for their kids. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

7- Of all professors we encountered, Dr. Mahmud was  the more committed  to his career. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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Adjectives ending in -ed & -ing 
 

.るΒらヤシ ヱぺ るΒよゅイΑま るヘタ ラヲムゎ ギホ ∩サゅジェΗやヱ ゲハゅゼヨャや ブダゎ れゅヘタ ヶワ 
 

ゆ ヶヰわレゎ ヶわャや れゅヘダャや (-ing) ゆ ヶヰわレゎ ヶわャや れゅヘダャや (-ed) 
 ブダゎ∩¬ヶセ ヱぺ ∩ヶェ リもゅミ ∩ゾガセ 

ヮャヲェ ゅョ ヴヤハ ゲをぽΑ .ヶェ リもゅミ ヵぺ ヱぺ ラゅジルま ¬やヲシ 
 
ブダゎ ヶヰプ マャグャ "ゲ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒をぽ⇒⇒⇒⇒ョ". 
 

ブダゎ ∩ヶェ リもゅミ ヱぺ ゾガセ 
∩ヮャヲェ ゅョ ょらジよ ゲをほわョヶェ リもゅミ ヵぺ ヱぺ ラゅジルま ¬やヲシ ¬ヶセ ヱぺ. 

 
ブダゎ ヶヰプ マャグャ "ゲ⇒⇒⇒をほ⇒⇒⇒わョ". 
 

He is an amazing singer. We like his songs. 
 

The lions are terrifying  animals. 
 

Yesterday's earthquake was really frightening . 
 

The moment he started, the audience were amazed. 
 

My kids were terrified  when seeing them. 
 

Our cat was frightened when it took place. 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- He's such a monotonous speaker. Everyone felt so ................................... 
a. boring   b. is boring   c. bored   d. boringly 
 

2- Ahmad is a very ................................... person. He gains everybody's attention.  
a. interesting  b. interests   c. interestingly  d. interested 
 

3- I had such a ................................... day. I went straight to bed. 
a. tired   b. tires   c. tiring   d. tire  
 

4- Everyone's very ................................... about the news. 
a. excitement  b. excitedly   c. exciting   d. excited 
 

5- I don't like watching ................................... films on my own. 
a. depressed  b. depressing  c. depresses   d. depress 
 

6- I was so ................................... when she told me she'd got divorced. 
a. astonished  b. astonishment  c. astonishing  d. astonish 
 

7- He's such a ...................................guy. He only talks about himself. 
a. bores   b. boredom   c. boring   d. bored 
 

8- To me, art galleries are not that ................................... , that's why I seldom visit art galleries. 
a. interests   b. interest   c. interesting  d. interested 
 

Do as shown between brackets: 
1- Ali is very amused . He is good at telling funny stories.             ( correct ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

2- The kitchen was really disgusted. It hadn't been cleaned for ages.          ( correct ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

3- The teacher's explanation was confuse. Most students didn't understand it.     ( correct ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

4- He works really hard. It's not surprised that he's always tired.         ( Use an adjective ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

5- The scene of the cars after the accident made everybody shock.      ( Form an adjective ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

6- Dad always arrives home from work very tiresome.           ( correct ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

7- Ahmad is so frustration,  his chemistry project isn't going very well.       ( Use an adjective ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

8- They were all stunning by his death.              ( correct ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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Compound Adjectives 
るらミゲヨャや れゅヘダャや 

 
 

:るピΒタ リョ ゲんミぺ ゅヰャヱ ∩ゲんミぺ ヱぺ リΒわヨヤミ リョ ラヲムわゎ れゅヘタ ヶワ 
 

るピΒダャや Example 
number + noun    twenty-five-year-old, one- hour, five-storey, ... 
adjective + noun-ed    green-eyed, black-haired, kind-hearted, ... 
adjective / adverb / noun + V3    home-made, long-winded, highly-respected,... 
adjective / adverb / noun + V-ing    high-ranking, ground-breaking, life-giving, ... 
adjective + noun full-length, last-minute, long-distance, ... 
noun + adjective world-famous, sugar-free, computer-friendly, ... 
noun + noun water-proof, part-time, north-west, ... 
adjective + adjective navy-blue, ... 

 
 

:ヶゎΓや りゅハやゲョ ょイΑ ∩るヘダャや リΑヲムゎ ギレハ 
  
 -   フグエルs ノヨイャや .れギィヱ ラま 
 -   フグエル with / at  / of / for / to .れギィヱ ラま 
 -  フグエルwho / which / that / whose .れギィヱ ラま 
 -  フグエルモバヘャや  ギバよwho / which / that / whose .ギィヱ ラま ∩ 
 -  リΒよ ( ゅヰΒヤゎ ヶわャやヱ るヨヤミ モミ- るらミゲヨャや るヘダャや ろルゅミ やクま ∩) ユシΙや モらホ. 
 -   ∩¬ヶセ ヱぺ ラゅジルま ユジィ ¬やヲシ ユジイャや ¬やゴィぺ ゅヰよ ヶわャや れゅヘダャや ノョ ユジイャや ¬やゴィΕ ブΒツルed. 

 

  
 a hotel with five stars 
  a five-star hotel 
 a journey of twenty five kilometers 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

 a boy with brown eyes 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

 food that is made at home 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

 a man who is thirty four years old 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

 a dice which has six sides 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- The thief was a dark-haired, .............................. young man. 
 a. thirty-year-old       c. old-thirty-years 
 b. thirty-years-old      d. old-thirty-year 
 

2- He will never hurt his friends. He's a .............................. person. 
 a. heart-kind       c. kind-heart 
 b. hearted-kind       d. kind-hearted 
 

3- He has lost much of his weight, as he goes for  .............................. walk every day. 
 a. forty-five-minutes      c. minutes-forty-five 
 b. minute-forty-five      d. forty-five-minute 
 

4- It took him two years to write his last wonderful .............................. novel. 
 a. chapter-twenty-three      c. twenty-three-chapters 
 b. twenty-three-chapter      d. chapters-twenty-three 
 

5- She enjoyed a .............................. with family and friends. 
 a. two-day safari       c. two-days safari 
 b. safari two-day       d. safari two-days 
 

6- His black-eyed roommate told me the whole truth about their argument. 
 a. eye-black        c. black-eyed  
 b. blacked-eye       d. eyed-black 
 

7- She owns a/an .............................. farm in South Carolina. 
 a. acres-sixty-five       c. sixty-five-acre 
 b. acre-sixty-five       d. sixty-five-acres 
 

Do as shown between brackets: 
1- I Know you feel bored. What about a two-players game?      ( Correct ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

2- He has to sell his villa which has seven bedrooms.          ( Form a compound adjective ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

3-You will navigate a/an kilometer-eight-hundred trip to get to Medina.      ( Correct ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

4- I think a lanes-five way to the airport will be quiet enough.         ( Correct ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

5- We study in a school with thirty classes.              ( Use a compound adjective ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

6- I saw the man at the scene of the accident. He was a/an old-thirty-year  man.     ( Correct ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

7- She was a young lady with black eyes, like her mother.    ( Use a compound adjective ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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Correlative Conjunctions 
 

 

Both ..... and ..... 
.....ヱ ..... リョ モミ  

 
-  キギエルブヤわガヨャや  .リΒわヤヨイャや ヶプ  
- るヤヨイャや メヱぺ ヶプ ラゅミ やクま フグエル  ∩.ヴャヱΕや るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ   
-  ノツルBoth  ノツルヱ メヱΕや ブヤわガヨャや モらホand  ∩ヶルゅんャや モらホ 

  .るΒルゅんャや るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ ょわムルヱ  
 

 
Kuwait  is in gulf area. KSA is in Gulf area. 
Kuwait is in gulf area. KSA is in Gulf area. 
 
Both Kuwait  and KSA are  in Gulf area. 

 
-  キギエルブヤわガヨャや  .リΒわヤヨイャや ヶプ 
-  ∩るヤヨイャや ゲカへ ヶプ ラゅミ やクま フグエル  .るΒルゅんャや るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ 
-  ノツルBoth  ノツルヱ メヱΕや ブヤわガヨャや モらホand ∩ヶルゅんャや モらホ 

  .るΒルゅんャや るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ ょわムルヱ   
 

Ali speaks Russian. Ali speaks German. 
Ali speaks Russian. Ali speaks German. 
 
Ali speaks Both Russian and German. 

 
 

 ...Both...and :ヶゎΓや りゅハやゲョ ょイΑ 
-  ろルゅミ やクまBoth モバヘャや ラヲムΑ ∩るヤヨイャや メヱほよ  ∩ノヨィ  ゅワギバよ ヒΒタヱノヨイャや : ラヱギよ() s ( "splay / "are  /rewe  /have ) 

-  ろルゅミ やクまboth  ノヨィ ヱぺ キゲヘョ モバヘャや ラヲムΑ .モバヘャや ゲΒピわΑ Ι ∩るヤヨイャや テシヱモハゅプ ゆゲホぺ ょジェ. 
 

Either ..... or ..... 
..... ヱぺ .....ゅョま 

 
-  キギエルブヤわガヨャや    .リΒわヤヨイャや ヶプ 
- るヤヨイャや メヱぺ ヶプ ラゅミ やクま フグエル ∩.ヴャヱΕや るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ     
-  ノツルEither  ノツルヱ メヱΕや ブヤわガヨャや モらホor ∩ヶルゅんャや モらホ 
-    .るΒルゅんャや るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ ょわムルヱ 
 

 
Ahmad was in the car. His friends were in the car.  
Ahmad was in the car. His friends were in the car.
  
Either Ahmad or his friends were in the car.  
 

-  キギエルブヤわガヨャや    .リΒわヤヨイャや ヶプ 
-  ∩るヤヨイャや ゲカへ ヶプ ラゅミ やクま フグエル   .るΒルゅんャや るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ 
-  ノツルeither  ノツルヱ メヱΕや ブヤわガヨャや モらホor ∩ヶルゅんャや モらホ 

   .るΒルゅんャや るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ ょわムルヱ   

She studies in UK . She studies in USA. 
She studies in UK. She studies in USA. 
 

She studies in either  UK or USA. 
 

 

 ノョ...Either...or :ヶゎΓや りゅハやゲョ ょイΑ 
-  ろルゅミ やクまEither  ノヨィ ヱぺ キゲヘョ モバヘャや ラヲムΑ ∩ るヤヨイャや テシヱ ヱぺ メヱぺ ヶプモハゅプ ゆゲホぺ ょジェ. 
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Neither ..... nor ..... 
..... Ιヱ ..... Ι 

 
-  キギエルブヤわガヨャや    .リΒわヤヨイャや ヶプ 
- るヤヨイャや メヱぺ ヶプ ラゅミ やクま フグエル  ∩ヶホゅよ .ヴャヱΕや るヤヨイャや    
-  ノツルNeither メヱΕや ブヤわガヨャや モらホ  ノツルヱnor ヶルゅんャや モらホ∩ 

  .るΒルゅんャや るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ ょわムルヱ 
 

 
Ahmad wasn't there. His family  weren't there. 
Ahmad wasn't there. His family weren't there. 
 
Neither  Ahmad nor  his family weren't there. 
 

-  キギエルブヤわガヨャや   .リΒわヤヨイャや ヶプ 
-  ∩るヤヨイャや ゲカへ ヶプ ラゅミ やクま フグエル   .るΒルゅんャや るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ 
-  ノツルNeither  ノツルヱ メヱΕや ブヤわガヨャや モらホnor ∩ヶルゅんャや モらホ 

   .るΒルゅんャや るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ ょわムルヱ   
 

The exam wasn't hard. The exam wasn't long. 
The exam wasn't hard. The exam wasn't long. 
 

The exam wasn't neither hard. nor long. 
 

 
 ノョNeither...nor :ヶゎΓや りゅハやゲョ ょイΑ 

-  ろルゅミ やクまNeither  ノヨィ ヱぺ キゲヘョ モバヘャや ラヲムΑ ∩ るヤヨイャや テシヱ ヱぺ メヱぺ ヶプモハゅプ ゆゲホぺ ょジェ. 
-  ノョneither ."ろらんョ" モバヘャや ラヲムΑ∩  マャク ペボエわΑ ヱ フグエよdon't/doesn't/didn't フグェ ヱぺ ∩n't/not/ never/no. 

Examples: 

 don't play       play      have never played  have played 

 doesn't play   plays      aren't  playing        are playing 

 didn't play     played     was not playing     was playing 

         had no keys           had keys 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- I am planning to study ...................................................... science or engineering at university. 
a. either   b. and   c. neither   d. both 
 

2- Both the CEO and the General manager ...................................................... been doing their best. 
a. has    b. have   c. were   d. are 
 

3- You can choose either science ...................................................... arts, not both. 
a. and   b. nor    c. or    d. but 
 

4- Neither I nor my brother ...................................................... going to attend the party. 
a. wasn't   b. was   c. weren't   d. were  
 

5- Neither my brother nor sisters ..................................................... going to attend the party of  tomorrow. 
a. are    b. weren't   c. aren't   d. were 
 

6- Either my mom or my brother ...................................................... after the cat while I'm away. 
a. looks   b. look   c. looking   d. are looking 
 

7- Nowadays, both handball and football ...................................................... popular in France. 
a. are    b. isn't   c. were   d. was 
 

8- He ...................................................... both the Samsung and the Apple products of today. 
a. likes   b. like   c. liked   d. has liked 
 

9- Either my brother or my friends ...................................................... my phone. 
a. is hiding   b. hides   c. was hiding  d. are hiding  
 

Do as shown between brackets: 
1- A smoker hurts himself. A smoker hurts others.        ( Use: both ... and ... ) 
............................................................................................................................. ......................................................................................... 
 

2- Mercedes is made in Germany. BMW is made in Germany.      ( Join using: Both ... and ... ) 
............................................................................................................................. ......................................................................................... 
 

3- Sami wasn't in last night's party. Mona wasn't in last night's party.   ( Use: Neither ... nor ... ) 
............................................................................................................................. ......................................................................................... 
 

4- We didn't go to school by bus. We didn't go to school by taxi. ( Use: Neither ... nor ... ) 
............................................................................................................................. ......................................................................................... 
 

5- She reads a story to kill time. I read a story to kill time.         ( Use: Either ... or ... ) 
.................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
 

6- I will use my phone. I will use my father's phone.       ( Use: Either ... or ... ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................ ...................................... 
 

7- Either her friends nor she prepare the annual party.        ( Correct ) 
............................................................................................................................................. ......................................................................... 
 

8- Neither Arab traditions or Islam doesn't accept terrorism.      ( Correct ) 
............................................................................................................................. ......................................................................................... 
 

9- Either  Ali and Sami has handed their report.        ( Correct ) 
............................................................................................................................. ......................................................................................... 
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Unit 4 
 

Future Tense 
モ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒らボ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒わ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ジヨャや 

モバヘャや モムセ: 
 

am/is/are + V.ing 
 

am/is/are + going to+ V1 

 
1will + V 

 
 ¬ヶゼよ ュゅΒボャや リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ 

 )るョコΚャや れゅらΒゎゲわャやヱ テトガャや クゅガゎや ノョ( 
 

"¬ヶゼよ ュゅΒボヤャ るΒレャや" リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ 
 ∩) ょΒゎゲゎヱ テΒトガゎ ラヱキ ( 

 "ゑΑギエャゅよ ¬ギらャや モらホ  ロクゅガゎや ユゎ ケやゲホ" ヱぺ 
 

∩ ぽらレわャや ∩ ノホヲわャや" リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ 
"ヶヌエャ ケやゲホ ヱぺ  

 

 
:ュやギガわシΙや 

 -  リハ ゲΒらバわヤャぽらレわャや ヱぺ ノホヲわャや. 
 - リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ テトガャや. 
 - リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ るΒレャや. 
 -  リハ ゲΒらバわヤャれやケやゲボャや ヱぺ アもゅわレャや ヱぺ キヲハヲャや. 

 
:モらボわジヨャや ヴヤハ るャやギャや れゅヨヤムャや 

tomorrow         やギビ,    
next.......           ヶャゅわャや ......, 
in the future     モらボわジヨャや ヶプ, 
in 2020             モらボわジヨャや ヶプ るレシ ヵぺ ヶプ, 
soon                  ゅらΑゲホ 

: ノホヲゎぺ / ギボわハぺ ヴレバヨよ ∩ノホヲわャや ノョ ゅヰョギガわジル れゅヨヤミ 
expect   , predict  , think   , believe   

: メゅヨわェΙや / ノホヲわャや るィケキ リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ 
definitely  , sure   , possibly   , probably   
 
Examples: 
 - I believe they will  definitely be exhausted after the safari. 
 - It will  rain . There are a lot of clouds in the sky. 
 - I will open the door.  
 
 - He's going to study in UK after finishing secondary school. 
 - We are going to spend the summer holiday in Dubai. 
 
 - They are moving to Zahra next month. They have bought a lovely house there. 
 - I'm spending the Summer in Turkey. We made reservation via internet. 
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Choose the correct answer: 
1- I think dad .............................. angry with you, because what you did is wrong. 
 a. will being       b. will is    
 c. will be        d. will been 
 

2- Mom is .............................. some baby stuff for Mariam on Friday. 
 a. will buy        b. going to buy 
 c. is buying        d. is going to buy 
 

3- They .......................................... arriving in half an hour, they were at the boarders an hour ago. 
 a. are         b. is going 
 c. will         d. were 
 

4- In the near future, cars are going to .............................. on water as a substitute for petrol. 
 a. running        b. runs 
 c. run         d. ran 
 

5- I want to make mom happy, so I .............................. to study harder next year. 
 a. will         b. am going 
 c. will going        d. am studying 
 

6- Everybody will .............................. his equipment before we start the experiment. 
 a. check        b. checking 
 c. checked        d. checks 
 

Do as shown between brackets: 
1- She is having a placement test, to help her know which course to study.   ( Ask a question ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

2- I will be at home tomorrow.            ( Ask a question ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

3- They are going to study harder next year.          ( Ask a question ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

4- This book will change your life after you finish it.        ( Negative ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

5- They are arriving at Kuwait International Airport at 5:30.      ( Negative ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

6- My father is going to stay in Rome for two more weeks.      ( Negative ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

7- I think the doctor will not comes at this time of night.          ( Correct ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

8- As soon as he retires, he is going to started his own business.      ( Correct ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

8- They is stay for the next week in Berlin.          ( Correct ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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Correlative Comparison 
The more ..., the more ... 

... ゅヨヤミ ∩ ... ゅヨヤミ 
 

) ゅヨヰツバよ ノョ リΒゃΒセ ゲΒピゎ ( リハ ゲらバゎ 
 

:ヶゎΓや ナェΙ 
 -  リΒをギエャや リΒよ ゲΒピわャや るホΚハ ラヲムゎ ギホ" ゲカΓや ゲΒピゎ ょらジよ ユワギェぺ ゲΒピゎ ょらジわΑ ∩" るΒららシ. 
 - リΒをギエャや リΒよ ゲΒピわャや るホΚハ ラヲムゎ ラぺ マャグミ リムヨΑ ".ゲカΓや ゲΒピゎ ろΒホヲゎ ザヘル ヶプ ユワギェぺ ゲΒピわΑ ∩" リョやゴゎ キゲイョ 
 -  ラヲムΑ ラぺ リムヨΑ.ヶよゅイΑま ゲカΓやヱ ヶらヤシ ゅヨワギェぺ ラヲムΑ ヱぺ .ゾボル ヱぺ りキゅΑコ ∩ヶらヤシ ヱぺ ヶよゅイΑま リΒプゲトヤャ ゲΒピわャや 

 
ヶゎΓや ヶハやゲル ラぺ ょイΑ リΒわヤヨィ テよケ ギレハ Example 

              るヤヨイャゅよ ラゅミ やクま 
if / when / because(of) / as / while / not / no / -ly /  ラゅミ やクま モバヘャや リョ ギハゅジョ モバプ ラヱギよ ing  

               ゅヰプグエル. 
るヤヨイャゅよ ラゅミ やクま 

 "many / much / more  few / little / less /  
りキゅΑゴャや ヴヤハ メギゎ るヨヤミ ヵぺ ヱぺ /  "ゾボレャやモヨムョ ヱぺ メヲバヘョ ラヱギよ∩ 

  ゆ ゅヰャギらわジル the less  /  the moreヴレバヨャや ょジェ 
  .るヤヨイャや メヱぺ ヶプ ゅヰバツルヱ 

 

. a lotyou train  If 
The more you train. 

 

. littleyou spend  When 
The less you spend. 

 

 るヤヨイャゅよ ラゅミ やクま 
"many / much / more  little / less /  

りキゅΑゴャや ヴヤハ メギゎ るヨヤミ ヵぺ ヱぺ /  "ゾボレャやモヨムョ ヱぺ メヲバヘョ ゅワギバよヱ∩ 
  ゆ ゅヰャギらわジルthe less  /  the more ヴレバヨャや ょジェ 

 .るヤヨイャや メヱぺ ヶプ ゅワギバよ ヶわャや るヨヤムャや ノョ ゅヰバツルヱ 
 

. many health problemsYou can avoid  
The more health problems you can avoid 

 

. little waterWe drink  
The less water we drink. 

 

るヤヨイャゅよ ラゅミ やクま 
  メゅェ ヱぺ るヘタ ヱぺ メヲバヘョ∩るヤΑヲヅ  

  ゅヰヤらホ ノツルthe less  /  the more ヴレバヨャや ょジェ 
るヤヨイャや メヱぺ ゅヰバツルヱ. 

 

. lycarefulbehave  doesn'tHe  
The less careful he behaves. 

 

. hacking problemsThey will face  
The more hacking problems they will face. 

 
るヤヨイャゅよ ラゅミ やクま 

 メゅェ ヱぺ るヘタりゲΒダホ∩ 
  ゅヰャ ブΒツルer  ゅヰヤらホ ノツルヱ )るルケゅボョ るピΒタ(the  

 るヤヨイャや メヱぺ ヶプ ゅヰバツルヱ. 
 

. hardshe works  When 
The harder she works. 

 

. smartThey are  
The smarter they are. 

 
るヤヨイャゅよ ラゅミ やクま 

 good / better / well / bad / worse / badly / far / further  
  ゅヰャギらわジルfurther / the worse / the the better  

 るヤヨイャや メヱぺ ヶプ ゅヰバツルヱ. 
 

. farwe go  While 
The further we go. 

 

. wellHe studied  
The better he studied. 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- The ............................... the rates are, the more guests make reservation. 
a. the low   b. lower   c. the lower   d. the lowest 
 

2- The better first impression is, ............................... likely you will get the job. 
a. the more   b. more than  c. more   d. the much 
 

3- ............................... you research, the clearer the results are. 
a. The furthest  b. More   c. Further   d. The further 
 

4- The ............................... the play was, the greater the audience. 
a. the funniest  b. funny   c. funnier   d. the funnier 
 

5- The higher the pressure inside the container is , ............................... the explosion becomes. 
a. the bad   b. the worst   c. the worse   d. worse 
 

6- The ............................... fats you consume, the healthier you feel. 
a. less    b. the little   c. the less   d. the least 
 

7- The higher we climb , the...............................  it gets. 
a. the colder  b. colder   c. the coldest  d. colder than 
 

8- ............................... one grows, the greater one's worries are. 
a. richest   b. the richer  c. the rich   d. richer 
 

Do as shown between brackets: 
1- When the internet is slow, you feel little inconvenient.           ( Use: The ..., the .... ) 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

2- We become wise, because of growing old.                      ( Use: The ..., the .... ) 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

3- The much money you spend, the most fascinating your holiday becomes.      ( Correct ) 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

4- The good your education is, the great your opportunities will be.            ( Correct ) 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

5- Reading books makes me want to learn.                     ( Use: The ..., the .... ) 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

6- The old we grow, wise we become.                ( Correct ) 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

7- They earn much money when they rise high.                ( Use: The ..., the ... ) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ....... 
 

8- The old I get, little  I care about others opinions.              ( Correct ) 
....................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................ 
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Unit 4 
Wh-Question 

メやぽジャや リΑヲムゎ 
 

 ( ∩テΒジよ リョゴャや ラゅミ やクまりギェやヱ るヨヤミ モバヘャや ∩) ヶヤΑ ゅヨミ メやぽジャや ラヲムΑ   : 
 

れやヲ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ト⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ガャや Example 
1- キギエル モバヘャや ( ラゅミ やクま ∩  りギェやヱ るヨヤミ ) -She found this wallet at the bus stop last night. 

 
2-  ュギガわジルdo/does/didるヤヨイャや モらホ ∩.モバヘャや モムセ ょジェ∩ -did She found this wallet at the bus stop last night. 

 
3- ノィゲΑ ケギダヨヤャ  ) ヶヤタΕや ( るヤヨイャゅよ キヲィヲヨャや モバヘャや 1V. -did She find this wallet at the bus stop last night. 

 
4- ュギガわジル メやぽジャや メヱぺ ヶプ るらシゅレヨャや ュゅヰヘわシΙや るヨヤミ∩ 

 りゅハやゲョ ノョ.ヮレハ メヲゃジヨャや ¬ゴイャや フグェ 
-Where did She find this wallet last night? 

 
 

 
ラゅミ やクま  (ラヲムョ モバヘャや ゲんミぺ ヱぺ リΒわヨヤミ リョ  ∩)ヶヤΑ ゅヨミ メやぽジャや ラヲムΑ   : 

   
れやヲ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ト⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ガャや Example 

1- キギエル モバヘャや( ラゅミ やクま ∩ ゲんミぺ ヱぺ リΒわヨヤミ リョ ラヲムョ  ) -She was writing her homework at nine o'clock. 
 

2-  モョゅバわルヴャヱΕや るヨヤムャや ノョ  モバヘャや リョハゅジヨャや モバヘャや () ギ∩ 
モハゅヘャや ノョ ゅヰルゅムョ メギらゎ .るヤヨイャや メヱぺ ウらダわャ 

-She   was writing her homework at nine o'clock. 
 

3- Εや モバヘャや ( モバヘャや リョ るΒルゅんャや るヨヤムャや ヴヤハ ゲΒΒピゎ Ιヶヤタ .) 
 

- was she writing  her homework at nine o'clock. 
 

4- ュギガわジル メやぽジャや メヱぺ ヶプ るらシゅレヨャや ュゅヰヘわシΙや るヨヤミ∩ 
 りゅハやゲョ ノョメヲゃジヨャや ¬ゴイャや フグェ .ヮレハ 

-When  was she writing  her homework?  

 
 

 
:ナェΙ 

1- メやぽジャや ヶプ るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ るよゅわミ ギレハ.ヮレハ メほジル ヵグャや ¬ゴイャや フグエル ∩ 
3- るヤヨイャゅよ ゅルギィヱ やクま I/we/me/our ゅヰャヲエル ∩you . ゅルギィヱ やクまヱ my/our ゅヰャヲエル ∩your. 

 
 

ュゅヰヘわシΙや れゅヨヤミ 
What,    Which,  When,  Where,  Why,   
Who,   Whom, 
How   How old,  How long,  How much,  How many, 
How far,  How often,  How deep,  How high,  How tall, 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: 
1- ........................ do you come from? 
 a. Who   b. Where   c. How  d. What 
 

2- ........................ did you come from Canada? 
 a. Who   b. Where   c. When  d. What 
 

3- Why .............. he ............ all that? 
 a. was / doing  b. doing / is   c. are / doing d. doing / was 
 

4- What ............................. when dad arrived home? 
 a. you were doing  b. were doing  c. you doing d. were you doing 
 

5- How does he ........................ to work? 
 a. going   b. goes   c. go   d. gone 
 

6- Where are you ........................ at the moment? 
 a. going   b. goes   c. go   d. gone 
 

7- When have they ........................ to UK? 
 a. going   b. goes   c. go   d. gone 
 

8- How often ........................ you go to school? 
 a. do    b. does   c. done  d. doing 
 
Do as shown between brackets: 
1- She visits her grandma in Surra on Fridays.      ( Ask a question ) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2- Why you did want to see the manager?           ( Correct ) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3- She went to the supermarket to get some cheese.      ( Ask a question ) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4- When is he travels to Bahrain?            ( Correct ) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5- They have stayed in Canada for twelve years.       ( Ask a question ) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

6- Where they were going when you met them?            ( Correct ) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

7- I go to work by bus.            ( Ask a question ) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

8- How long does it  takes to get to the border?            ( Correct ) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Unit 5 
Question tag 

 

モΑグヨャや メやぽジャや 
 

.るΑゲらガャや るヤヨイャや るΑゅヰル ギバよ ヮョギガわジル ゲΒダホ メやぽシ ヲワ 
:ュやギガわシΙや 

- .ゅョ ¬ヶセ ヴヤハ ペΒヤバわヤャ ュギガわジΑ 
-  ゅレミ ゅョ やクま ペボエわヤャ ュギガわジΑ.ウΒエタ ヮプゲバル 
-  ∩¬ヶセ リハ ケゅジヘわシΚャ ヵキゅハ メやぽジミ ゅルゅΒェぺ ュギガわジΑれヲダャや りゲらル ヲワ るボよゅジャや ネやヲルΕや リハ ネヲレャや やグワ ゴΒヨΑ ゅョヱ りギハゅダャや .メやぽジャや ヶプ 
  

 ギレハ ケゅΒわカΙや ヱぺ ほトガャや ウΒエダゎ ∩モΑグヨャや メやぽジャや モヨハ: 
 

 ( ∩テΒジよ リョゴャや ラゅミ やクまりギェやヱ るヨヤミ モバヘャや ∩) ヶヤΑ ゅヨミ メやぽジャや ラヲムΑ   : 
 

れやヲ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ト⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ガャや Example 
1- キギエル モバヘャや ( ラゅミ やクま ∩  りギェやヱ るヨヤミ ) Ahmad speaks Russian,                  ? 

 
2-  ノツルdon't / doesn't / didn't ∩るヤタゅヘャや ¬やケヱ 

モバヘャや モムセ ょジェ 
 

Ahmad speaks Russian, doesn't     ? 
 

3- ヘわシΙや ケやヲイよ ∩るヤヨイャや メヱほよ キヲィヲヨャや モハゅヘャや モボレルュゅヰ .
ゲΒヨッ ヮャヲエル ユシや ラゅミ やクま :ヶハやゲルヱ. 

 

Ahmad speaks Russian, doesn't he? 
 

 
 

:ナェΙ  
:) りギェやヱ るヨヤミ ( リョ ラヲムョ モバヘャや ラゅミ やクま 

-  モバヘャやれゅプゅッま ラヱギよ ュギガわジルdon't  ラゅミ やクまヱゆ ヶヰわレョ s  ュギガわジルdoesn't  ラゅミ やクまヱ ∩ ブΑゲダゎヶルゅを  ュギガわジルdidn't. 
-  モバヘャや is/ are/ was/ were∩  ュギガわジルisn't/ aren't/ wasn't/ weren't. 
-  モバヘャや isn't/ aren't/ wasn't/ weren't∩  ュギガわジルis/ are/ was/ were. 
-  モバヘャや have/ has/ had ∩ ュギガわジル don't / doesn't / didn't. 
 

 

Hunters killed  pandas for their fur, didn't they? 
Children like home-made food, don't they? 
Ali lives in Bayan, doesn't he? 
She has a Ferrari, doesn't she? 
You have central heating,  don't you? 
We had a villa in Spain, didn't we? 
We are pioneers in technology, aren't we? 
It's clear outside, isn't it?   
The sausages were nice, weren't they? 
He was lucky, wasn't he? 
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ラゅミ やクま  (ゲんミぺ ヱぺ リΒわヨヤミ リョ ラヲムョ モバヘャや  ∩)ヶヤΑ ゅヨミ メやぽジャや ラヲムΑ   : 
  

れやヲ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ト⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ガャや Example 
1- キギエル モバヘャや( ラゅミ やクま ∩ ゲんミぺ ヱぺ リΒわヨヤミ リョ ラヲムョ  ) You have never been to UK,                 ? 

 
2-  ( モバヘャや リョ ヴャヱΕや るヨヤムャや キギエルギハゅジヨャや モバヘャや ). 
 

You have never been to UK,                 ? 
 

3-  ろルゅミ やクまゅヰΒヘレル るわらんョ ろルゅミ やクまヱ ∩ゅヰわらんル るΒヘレョ ∩
るヤタゅヘャや ¬やケヱ ゅヰバツルヱ 

 

You have never been to UK, have        ? 
 

4- ヘわシΙや ケやヲイよ ∩るヤヨイャや メヱほよ キヲィヲヨャや モハゅヘャや モボレルュゅヰ .
ゲΒヨッ ヮャヲエル ユシや ラゅミ やクま :ヶハやゲルヱ. 

 

You have never been to UK, have you? 
 

 

 
Ahmad is playing for Qadesiya, isn't he? 
You've helped the old lady, haven't they? 
She has used no coulours to draw her painting, has she? 
She has never met her son since 2005, has she? 
I won't use their stuff again, will I ? 
He doesn't speak Russian, does he? 
They don't eat chicken, do they? 
The cat didn't scratch him, did it? 
 
 
 

:るタゅガャや れΙゅエャや ログワ ゅツΑぺ ナェΙ 
 

I'm  trying to do it, aren't I  ? 
I'm not  in a hurry, am I ? 
Let's go spend the whole day on the beach, shall we ? 
Let us try the new program, will you ? 
You'd better consult another physician, hadn't you ? 
She'd rather study harder, wouldn't she ? 
Open your books, will/would/can/could you? 
Don't forget your key, will you? 
There were lots of people at the carnival, weren't there? 
That / this was lucky, wasn't it? 
Those / these are nice, aren't they? 
Anyone / everyone/ someone could just walk in here, couldn't they? 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- They've never attended live parties before, ...........................? 
a. did they   b. have they   c. didn't they  d. don't they 
 

2- They'd completed their summer course, ...........................? 
a. hadn't they  b. wouldn't they  c. didn't they  d. had they 
 

3- She had no intention to do post graduate studies, ...........................? 

a. was it   b. wasn't it   c. wasn't that  d. was that 
 

4- Ali smokes in public places, ...........................? 
a. doesn't he  b. he doesn't   c. does he   d. he does 
 

5- We can go now, ...........................? 
a. can we   b. we can   c. you can   d. can't we 
 

6- You aren't staying in bed all day, ...........................? 
a. are you   b. weren't you  c. aren't you  d. were you 
 

7- That was terrific, ...........................? 
a. was it   b. wasn't it   c. wasn't that  d. was that 
 

8- We mustn't smoke in this area, ...........................? 
a. was it   b. wasn't it   c. wasn't that  d. was that 
 
 

Do as shown between brackets: 
1- We weren't able to handle the project, ...........................?       (Use: Question Tag ) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2- We don't walk to school, don't we?          ( Correct ) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3- He won't arrive until tomorrow, ...........................?               (Add a Tag Question) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4- We have a great team which can one day win the league, haven't we?       ( Correct ) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5- You came home late, ...........................?                  (Make a Tag Question) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

6- They are smart pupils, do we?               ( Correct ) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

7- He'd be very proud, ...........................?                  (Form a Tag Question) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

8- It's difficult to find your way around this building, is that?       ( Correct ) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Modals 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

モバヘャや ュやギガわシΙや 
can 

can't 
-  りケギボヨャや         "モらボわジヨャや/ゲッゅエャや ヶプ"  
- りケギボヨャや ュギハ 

could 
couldn't 

-  りケギボヨャや          "ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ" 
- りケギボヨャや ュギハ 

(りケギボョ )ブホヲョ ヵぺヱ ラゅョコヱ ラゅムョ ヵぺ ヶプ るΒバΒらヅ / るョゅハ 
managed to 

was/were able to 
couldn't 

- りケギボヨャや           "ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ" 
 
- りケギボヨャや ュギハ 

(りケギボョ ヶプ ) ギヰィ ァゅわエΑ ヱぺ ょバタ キギエョ ブホヲョ 
being able to/ to be able to  

 
will be able to 

 
 

have/has been able to 

- ヶプ りケギボヨャや るヘヤわガョ るレョコぺ  
 

 

 ヴヤハ るャやキ れゅヨヤミ キヲィヱ ギレハモらボわジヨャや 
tomorrow, next, in the future, in 2020 

 

 ヴヤハ るャやキ れゅヨヤミ キヲィヱ ギレハュゅわャや ネケゅツヨャや 
since, for, just, already, yet, so far, ever, never, 

recently 
should 

 

shouldn't 
ラぺ ょイΑ  (るエΒダレャや) 
Ιぺ ょイΑ  (るエΒダレャや) 

must 
 

mustn't 
ラぺ ょイΑ  ( ュやゴャま) 
Ιぺ ょイΑ  ( ュやゴャま) 

would ょヤトャや ヱぺ チゲバヤャ 
have to,  
has to,  
had to 

 
ラぺ ょイΑ  ( ラヲルゅボャゅよ ュやゴャま) 

don't have to,  
doesn't have to,  
didn't have to 

 

ヵケヱゲッ ゲΒビ ヱぺ ュゴヤョ ゲΒビ 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: 
1- Nowadays we can ........................ from a country to another in a matter of hours. 
a. travel   b. travelling  c. travelled   d. travels 
 

2- People ........................ stop at the traffic light. 
a. could   b. were able to  c. can    d. have to 
 

3- She........................ speak when she was only one year old. 
a. can    b. could   c. were able to  d. must 
 

4- You ........................ stay up late, to wake up feeling rested. 
a. don't have to  b. must   c. shouldn't   d. can 
 

5- The place is very 100 meters far from here. She ........................ go by car. 
a. can't   b. doesn't have to  c. couldn't   d. mustn't 
 

6- Anybody can get killed if you stay that careless. You ........................ be careful. 
a. be able to   b. could   c. can    d. must 
 

7- In the future, people ........................ travel use water as fuel for their cars. 
a. will be able to  b. would   c. could   d. were able to 
 

8- Getting my driving license next week, I ........................ buy my own car. 
a. could   b. can    c. should   d. must 
 
Correct the underlined verbs: 
1- Man would moved from one place to another seeking sustenance. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2- This shirt is free. You should pay for it. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3- They was able to get to school on time, because of the traffic jam. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4- We had to sticking to speed limits in residential areas when we were in USA. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5- From now on, you couldn't  eat sweets to protect your teeth. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

6- Could you like a cup of coffee? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

7- They doesn't have to wake up early. The meeting is cancelled. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Unit 6 
 

Countable & Uncountable nouns 
りキヱギ⇒⇒⇒⇒バヨャや ゲ⇒⇒⇒⇒Βビ ¬ゅ⇒⇒⇒⇒ヨシΕやヱ りキヱギ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒バヨャや ¬ゅ⇒⇒⇒⇒ヨシΕや 

 
Countable Uncountable 

ゅワゲダェ ヱぺ ゅワギハ リムヨΑ ヶわャや ¬ゅヨシΕや ヶワ ゅワゲダェ ヱぺ ゅワギハ リムヨΑ Ι ヶわャや ¬ゅヨシΕや ヶワ 
Examples: 

man, animal, plant, temperature, 
Dollar/Dinar, bottle, bag, cube, loaf, ...etc 

Examples: 
hair, fur, grass, heat, money, ice, bread, cake, 

soap, water, sand, sugar, ... etc 
ノヨイゎ 

men, animals, plants, temperatures, Dollars, 
bottles, bags, cubes, ... etc 

ノヨイゎ Ι 
るもゴイゎ れゅヨヤミ ゅヰバョ ュギガわジル リムャヱ 

ゅヰバョ ュギガわジル 
a / an 
few  
a few 
many  

ゅヰバョ ュギガわジル 
no article (-) 

little   
a little   
much  

キヱギバヨャや ゲΒビヱ キヱギバヨャや ノョ ュギガわジゎ るミゲわゼョ れゅヨヤミ 
the 
no  
any  

some  
a lot of 
enough 
all ( of ) 

too 
 

:ナェΙ 
   .) ヶヘムΑ Ι ギホ モムゼよ ∩やギィ モΒヤホ ( リョ モΒヤボャや few / little  

a few / a little  .) ヶヘムΑ リムャヱ ∩モΒヤホ ( リョ モΒヤボャや 
  

 many / much / a lot of.リョ ゲΒんムャや 
 

no  ュギガわジゎヶヘレヤャ  ノョ.ろらんヨャや モバヘャや   
 

any ュギガわジゎヶヘレヤャ  ノョ.ヶヘレヨャや モバヘャや 
 any ノョ ュギガわジゎ.) ケゅジヘわシや ( メやぽジャや  
 

some ノョ ュギガわジゎるわらんヨャや るヤヨイャや. 
 some ノョ ュギガわジゎ メやぽジャや.) ょヤヅ / チゲハ (  
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- Last night ........................ man tried to break into the shop, but I couldn't figure out who he was. 
 a. an    b. a   c. the    d. no article 
 

2- How ........................ delegates were there in the first administrative meeting? 
 a. many   b. much  c. number   d. no article 
 

3- How ........................ sugar to be added according to your recipe? 
 a. many   b. much  c. number   d. no article 
 

4- Many people were invited, but unfortunately ........................ showed up. 
 a. few    b. much  c. little   d. many 
 

5- ........................ of butter is sometimes dangerous when no physical activity is done. 
 a. Few   b. Many  c. A lot   d. Much 
 

6- I have no problem with money, I have ........................ in my bank account. 
 a. any    b. much  c. many   d. a few 
 

7- ........................ water can cause sodium to react explosively. 
 a. Few   b. Many  c. Little   d. No 
 

8- As ........................ engineer in the Arab Contractors Qatar, you should be well paid. 
 a. an    b. a   c. the    d. no article 
 
Correct the underlined mistakes: 
1- The government established much of new schools in 2005. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2- There is few amount of water available in this area. That's why it's considered deprived. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3- Little  students came to school this morning, due to parliamentary elections. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4- I didn't get many money around with me. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5- How much students are there in your class? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

6- I have a little  KDs left, I think they will be enough for a drink at the Starbucks. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

7- A elephant can uproot a tree using its trunk. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Present Perfect Tense 

:ュゅわャや ネケゅツヨャや リョゴャや 
 

:モバヘャや モムセ   
have / has     +   V3 

 

Regular V1 V3 Irregular  V1 V3 

visit visited be been 
create created have had 
play played know known 
carry carried see seen 

 

:ュやギガわシΙや  
  -  リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ ュギガわジΑれやコゅイルま. 
  -  リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ ュギガわジΑるΒゎゅΒェ れやゲらカ. 
  -  リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ ュギガわジΑΙゅェ / やヲゎ ヶヰわルや ゐギェ. 
  - リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ ュギガわジΑ .るΒホゅよ ロケゅをへ リムャヱ ∩ヴヰわルやヱ りゲわヘャ ゲヨわシやヱ ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ ぺギよ ゐギェ 

 

:リョゴャや ヴヤハ るャやギャや れゅヨヤムャや 
since      グレョ, 
for    りギヨャ,  
just              Ιゅェ / やヲゎ , 
already   モバヘャゅよ / モらホ リョ , 
recently  やゲカぽョ / ゅんΑギェ, 
yet   ラΓや ヴわェ, 
ever   モらホ リョ, 
never  やギよぺ                     

Question & Negative 
  

るわらんョ るヤヨィ るΒヘレョ るヤヨィ メやぽシ 

have/has + V3 have/has + NOT + V3 Wh- + have/has + モハゅプ + V3? 

Man has walked on the Moon. 
She has lived in Paris for years. 
They have just heard the news. 
It has been windy for a week. 

 

Man hasn't  walked on the Moon. 
She hasn't  lived in Paris for years. 
They haven't  heard the news. 
It hasn't  been windy for a week. 

 

Where has man walked? 
How long has she lived in Paris? 
When have they heard the news? 
How long has it  been windy? 

 
:ナェΙ 

1-  ∩ヶヘレャやヱ メやぽジャや ヶプ.)モバヘャや リョ るΒルゅんャや るヨヤムャや ( ヶヤタΕや モバヘャや ゲΒピわΑ Ι ャヱΕや るヨヤムャや ノョ モョゅバわャや ラヲムΑヱャや リョ ヴ.モバヘ 
1- ∩メやぽジャや ヶホゅよ るよゅわミ ギレハ .るヤヨイャや ヶプ ヮレハ メほジル ヵグャや ¬ゴイャや フグエル 
3- るヤヨイャゅよ ゅルギィヱ やクま I/we/me/our ゅヰャヲエル ∩you ゅルギィヱ やクまヱ  ∩my/our ゅヰャヲエル ∩your 
4- ∩りクゅゼャや メゅバプΕや .ゅヰよ るタゅガャや れゅヘΑゲダわャや ナヘエル 
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present perfect continuous tense 
ゲヨ⇒⇒⇒わジヨャや ュゅ⇒⇒⇒わャや ネケゅ⇒⇒⇒⇒ツヨャや 

 

 :モバヘャや モムセ 
have / has  +       been        +  V.ing   

 :ュやギガわシΙや 
   ゐギェ リハ ゲらバΑゲッゅエヤャ ゲヨわジョ メやコ Ιヱ ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ ぺギよ. 

 

 :リョゴャや ヴヤハ るャやギャや れゅヨヤムャや 
since   ,  
for    ,  
all............. 

 

Question & Negative 
  

 るヤヨィるわらんョ  るΒヘレョ るヤヨィ メやぽシ 

have/has+ been + V.ing have/has+ NOT+ been + V.ing Wh-+ have/has+ モハゅプ+been+V.ing? 

He has been working for a year. 
I've been studying Math all day. 
 

He hasn't  been working for a year.  
I haven't   been studying Math all day. 
 

How long has he been working? 
What have you been studying ...? 

 
:ナェΙ 

1-  ∩ヶヘレャやヱ メやぽジャや ヶプるΒルゅんャや るヨヤムャや ( ヶヤタΕや モバヘャや ゲΒピわΑ Ι るんャゅんャやヱ ムャや ノョ モョゅバわャや ラヲムΑヱ .)モバヘャや リョΕや るヨヤヘャや リョ ヴャヱ.モバ 
1- ∩メやぽジャや ヶホゅよ るよゅわミ ギレハ .るヤヨイャや ヶプ ヮレハ メほジル ヵグャや ¬ゴイャや フグエル 
3- るヤヨイャゅよ ゅルギィヱ やクま I/we/me/our ゅヰャヲエル ∩you ゅルギィヱ やクまヱ  ∩my/our ゅヰャヲエル ∩your 

 

Since & for  
 

Since グレョ For りギヨャ 
10 o'clock 
7 a.m./p.m. 

12:30 

3 hours 
5 minutes 

Monday 
24th August, 2012 

Yesterday 

2 days 
a couple of days 

last week 
//  month 
//     year 
//    night 

5 weeks 
the last week 

//  month 
//     year 

April  6 months 
2010 7 years 

ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ るヤヨィ ヵぺ 
she was young 

I was in London 
we first met 

a long time 
ages 

a while 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- The weather has been awful ................................. the beginning of the year. 
a. ago   b. for    c. since   d. yet 
 

2- The Chinese athlete has been leading the race ................................. seven minutes. 
a. since   b. for    c. yet    d. already 
 

3- ................................. his migration to Canada, my elder brother has never come back to Kuwait. 
a. Since   b. For    c. Recently   d. Just 
 

4- Mona has been in hospital ................................. three days. 
a. since   b. ago    c. yet    d. for 
 

5- The world economic crisis started in the USA three years .................................. 
a. since   b. for    c. yet    d. ago 
 

6- The police has ................................. increased the fines for not wearing seatbelts. 
a. since   b. already   c. ago    d. for  
 

7- They have worked in Kuwait ................................. a long time. 
a. since   b. ever   c. ago    d. for  
 

8- ................................. 3 weeks, we have worked on the project; and here it is number one in the 
competition. 
a. Since   b. Already   c. For    d. Recently 
 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- I ................................. Ali since we were at high school. 
a. have ever seen  b. see    c. never have seen  d. haven't seen  
 

2- Mobile phones ................................. a necessity for everyone recently. 
a. has become  b. have becoming  c. have become  d. became 
 

3- She ................................. a radical change in her personality since her mother died. 
a. has had   b. have   c. has have   d. have had 
 

4- How long  ................................. English at the summer school? 
a. you have studied b. have you studying c. have you studied  d. have studied 
 

5- Mona ................................. in hospital for the last three days. 
a. been   b. was being   c. was    d. has been 
 

6- The world economic crisis ................................. everything in the USA for ten years. 
a. has affected  b. have affected  c. affected   d. affecting 
 

7- We have already ................................. this movie three times. 
a. watching   b. watched   c. watch   d. watches  
 

8- His family ................................. in Egypt for the whole summer holiday. 
a. have stayed  b. stayed   c. has stays   d. were stayed  
 

9- The kids ................................. their school day yet. 
a. have finished  b. hasn't finished  c. haven't finished  d. has finished  
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Do as shown between brackets: 
1- Toyota has stopped the production of the Cressida since 1999.          ( Question ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

2- They have been playing football in the club all the afternoon.          ( Ask a question ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

3- The employees have been working hard English all last month.     ( Negate ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

4- They have already completed the summer course.           ( Make Negative ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

5- We've living here since six months.                ( Correct ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

6- Man has been used fossil fuels for  the industrial revolution.    ( Correct ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

7- This company has been stopping its activity without prior notice for  2008.      ( Correct ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

8- They has raised funds to help that child for his story went viral on Facebook. ( Correct ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

9- I have work on  the software problem since 5 hours.     ( Correct ) 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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Passive 
メヲヰイヨヤャ ヶレらヨャや 

:メヲヰイョ ヴャま ュヲヤバョ リョ モΑヲエわャや ギレハ 
-  .るヤヨイャゅよ キヲィヲヨャや モバヘャや キギエル 

( テΒジよ るヤヨイャや リョコ ラゅミ やクまモバヘャや )りギェやヱ るヨヤミ .メヱギイャや ゲヌルや ∩ 
  

 
 
 
 

 

モバヘャや モムセ ラヲムΑ 3is / are + V るΒゎΓや れゅヨヤムャや ギェぺ ゅルギィヱ やクま ∩   : 
 

always, usually, often,  sometimes,  every...,   never, 
るボΒボェ ヱぺ りキゅハ リハ ゲらバゎ るヤヨイャや ラぺ ゅレヨヰプ ヱぺ 

 

- She usually visits  ネケゅツョ her grandma キゲヘョ on Fridays. 
Her grandma is usually visited on Fridays. 
 

- He waters the bushes on daily basis. 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

- They always buy flowers for the office. 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

- She prepares breakfast every morning. 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

- Eating nuts and reading books protect your memory from aging diseases. 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 
 

モバヘャや モムセ ラヲムΑ 3was / were + V るΒゎΓや れゅヨヤムャや ギェぺ ゅルギィヱ やクま ∩   : 
 

yesterday,  last.......,  in the past,  in 2000,  .......ago,  Albert Einstein 
 

- She visited ヶッゅョ her grandparents ノヨィ last Friday. 
Her grandparents were visited last Friday. 
 

- Thomas Edison invented the Electric Light. 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

- They bought some nice present for the newly married couple yesterday. 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

- We reached an agreement last month. 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

- In 2007, the government passed a low to deal with computer crimes. 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

ノヨィ キゲヘョ  

 

are is ネケゅツョ 
were was ヶッゅョ 
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( ラゅミ やクまモバヘャや )ゲんミぺ ヱぺ リΒわヨヤミ るヨヤミ  .メヱギイャや ゲヌルや ∩ 
 

 

りキゅΑゴャや ) ヴャヱΕや るヨヤムャや ( ギハゅジヨャや モバヘャや 

 
 

be 

1- will - am going to / is going to / are going to  
would / can-could / shall-should / may-might 

must / have to / has to / had to 
used to 

being 2- is-are / was-were / am 
been 3- have / has / had 

 
モバヘャや モムセ ラヲムΑ 3+ V be1... + )ヴャヱΕや るハヲヨイヨャや れゅヨヤミ ギェぺ( モバヘャや リョ ヴャヱΕや るヨヤムャや ろルゅミ やクま ∩: 

 

- He will deliver  the report tomorrow. 
The report will be delivered tomorrow. 

 

- Everybody must respect law. 
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

  

-We can handle this report next week. 
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
 

モバヘャや モムセ ラヲムΑ 3+ V being2... +  やクま ∩ゅんャや るハヲヨイヨャや れゅヨヤミ ギェぺ( モバヘャや リョ ヴャヱΕや るヨヤムャや ろルゅミ:)るΒル 
 
- They are painting the house tomorrow. 
The house is being painted tomorrow. 

 

- I was writing the email to the Chinese company when the smoke alarm went off. 
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

  

-She is calling the helpline now. 
.................................................................................................................................. .................................................................................... 

 
 

モバヘャや モムセ ラヲムΑ 3+ V been3... +  ろルゅミ やクま ∩ャゅんャや るハヲヨイヨャや れゅヨヤミ ギェぺ( モバヘャや リョ ヴャヱΕや るヨヤムャや:)るん 
 

- She has studied English for 12 years. 
English has been studied for 12 years. 

 

- We haven't completed level one yet. 
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

  

-By the beginning of 2000, people had used mobile phones. 
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- A sleeping pill ..................................... to the patient two hours ago. 
 a. is given        b. was given  
 c. has been given       d. gave 
 

2- A campaign ..................................... every year to raise the awareness of the dangers of flue. 
 a. has been launched      b. is being launched 
 c. is launched       d. was launched 
 

3- Some employees ..................................... three weeks ago. 
 a. are appointed       b. were appointed  
 c. have been appointed      d. was appointed 
 

4- In Japan, the law ..................................... by everyone, as it's equally applied to all Japanese. 
 a. is followed       b. were followed 
 c. are followed       d. was followed 
 

5- Nobel Prize in chemistry ..................................... to Ahmed Zewail in 1999. 
 a. has been awarded      b. is awarded 
 c. was being awarded      d. was awarded 
 

6- Tea and coffee, the most popular beverages, ..................................... by everybody on daily basis. 
 a. are drinking       b. are drunk 
 c. drinks        d. were being drunk 
 

7- Mercedes-Benz car .................. always .................... by a large number of clients for its safety. 
 a. has / trusted       b. were / trusted 
 c. is / trusted       d. was / trusting 
 

8- In the past, cocoa beans ..................................... as currency to exchange for food or clothes. 
 a. has used        b. were used 
 c. is used        d. was used 
 

9- Houses were ..................................... of clay or rocks by the early man. 
 a. made        b. been made 
 c. being making       d. making 
 

10- A 730 BMW ..................................... to the winner next Friday. 
 a. will given        b. will be given 
 c. will give        d. will gave 
 

11- An assignment should ..................................... by tomorrow noon. 
 a. be handed       b. been handed 
 c. being handed       d. handed 
 

12- Four cases of Ebola ..................................... in KSA since last November. 
 a. had reported       b. has been reported 
 c. have been reported      d. have reported 
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Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences: 
1- A complaint made to the editor of the local magazine last week. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

2- An interesting article about Kuwait traditions write  every Friday. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

3- Large numbers of people kill  by roads accidents every year. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

4- The electron discover by Thomson. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

5- A golfer kill  by lightning in the golf course yesterday. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

6- The first football World Cup won by Uruguay. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

7- Electricity use for all kinds of purposes. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

8- Those who have a weak immune system can kill  by any disease. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

9- Communication services provides under a contract by VIVA. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

10- The hungry are give enough food and new clothes by charities. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

11- When the walls measure by the decorator, we were training in the health club. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

12- Medicine should keep away from children. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

13- This building is owning by an American company. You can contact them. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

14- Look! a thief is chasing by the police. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

15- The drugs weren't finding  by customs officers, while he was investigating the luggage. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

16- The fifth ring-road clogged up by a huge truck, let's call 911. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

17- Animals should see in their natural habitats. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 

18- They is going to charge with drug dealing by local authorities. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 


